
 

  Proposal for a new UN number 

  Special provision for a new type of Heat Transfer Device, 
used as primary container for gases labelled as Dangerous 
Goods.   

  List of documents 

  Directive 97-23 (Pressure Equipment Directive) 

In Annex 1 the document provide a list of general safety requirements to be observed 

during the designing, manufacturing and testing processes.  

Even though the Heat Pipes are not covered neither by the local regulation for pressure 

vessels nor by this European Directive for pressure equipment due the low amount of 

working fluid needed, the Manufacturer still have a very convenient guide that must ensure 

the competent execution of the provisions set out at the design stage by applying the 

appropriate techniques and relevant procedures for industrial application Heat Pipes. 

  ESA PSS-49 (TST-01) Iss2 March 1983 & ECSS-E31-02 
Draft11c 

Singular applications for other Heat Pipes, like aerospace applications for instance, are 

under specific regulations developed by bodies as the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA) or the European Space Agency (ESA).  

Document issued in 1983 (Draft in 2009 to eventually supersede the previous one) to rule 

the qualification requirements for Aerospace applications.  

 Due special temperature, pressure and life working requirements, a Heat Pipe is 

designed, manufactured and tested under even more severe standards than the industrial 

application deserves. 

 The Heat Pipe therefore, because it must be manufactured to work during more than 

15 years in space, ends up as a 100 % safe primary container for its working fluid since the 

conditions it would eventually exposed to will never be reached during its transportation 

either in a truck a boat or a plane. 

    

UN/SCETDG/41/INF.63 
Committee of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods 

and on the Globally Harmonized System of Classification 

and Labelling of Chemicals 

Sub-Committee of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods 25 June 2012 

Forty-first session 

Geneva, 25 June – 4 July 2012 

Item 3 (a)  of the provisional agenda 

Listing, classification and packing 

Proposals of amendments to the list of dangerous goods of Chapter 3.2 
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ABSTRACT

This specification covers the requirements of a qualification
pro9ramme for heat pipe devices as components for use in spacecraft.

iii

It is intended that satisfaction of the requirements set out in this
specification should qualify the relevant device for a wide range of
potential applications; the environmental levels quoted are consistent with
this philosophy. Thus the mechanical levels envelope the requirements for
launch on Ariane, Thor-Delta and the Space Shuttle. Qualification of
constant-conductance heat pipes, variable-conductance heat pipes and
heat-pipes diodes, using working fluids consistent with operation at
temperatures in the range -190'C to +200'C, is addressed.
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HEAT PIPE QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

1. GENERAL

1.1 SCOPE

1

This specification establishes the minimum qualification-test
requirements for heat pipes and heat-pipe devices for space applications.

1.2 OBJECTIVE

This specification covers all aspects of heat-pipe procurement:
controls on raw materials, manufacturing, cleanin9, filling, storing etc, as
well as the more obvious performance evaluations and mechanical (vibration,
shock) and thermal (cycling, shock, soak) environment tests.

Qualification concerns not only the design, but also the
manufacturing and assembly process. It is intimately associated with
problems of quality assurance. The manufacturing and assembly procedures
must be established in detail, together with tight controls on procurement
of raw materials, etc. It must be preceded by the manufacture of many
samples which must be rigorously screened as a means of identifying and
correcting inadequacies or omissions in the procedures.
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2. INTROOUCTION

2.1 APPLICABILITY

3

This specification covers the needs of a qualification programme for
heat pipes and heat-pipe devices for use in spacecraft. Heat-pipe operation
is very sensitive to acceleration and gravitational effects. The most
likely applications for heat pipes are, therefore, associated with three-
axis stabilised satellites or satellites with low spin rates. The
levels specified herein, for the mechanical tests, have been derived to
envelope the requirements of three-axis stabilised satellites launched by
Thor-Delta (2914,3914, 3914-PAM-D), ARIANE or the STS (Space Shuttle).
These levels are sufficiently severe to ensure that qualification to this
specification will also be valid for many spinning satellites.
Nevertheless, users contemplating employing heat pipes in spinning
satellites should ensure that the items be 'project qualified' in relation
to the specific project constraints.

2.2 MECHANICAL TEST PHILOSOPHY

This specification is concerned with the qualification of heat-pipe
devices as components for use in spacecraft. Wherever possible, therefore,
qualification levels are quoted which are independent of specific spacecraft
applications. For example, vibration test levels are those which must be
imposed at the surface of the heat pipe, and the combination of vibrator and
heat-pipe support jig must ensure that this condition is met. The vibration
testing is primarily intended to prove specific sensitive parts, not to
check whether the heat pipe is adequately supported or a radiator plate is
stiff enough. The loads imposed by radiators, discrete mounting points,
etc, are regarded as project specific and should be investigated at system
or subsysten level; they are not within the scope of this specification.
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Some heat-pipe wick structures are clearly less sensitive to
vibration than others (e.g. extruded groove wicks). However, other parts
may be sensitive (pinch tube unsupported, reservoir connection). In order
to avoid the risk of misunderstandings, this specification does not
distinguish between different wick types, and all requirements apply equally
to all wick types. If a supplier considers that a given test, sequence of
tests or number of tested samples is not relevant to his design or
application, he may request the qualifying authority to grant a waiver. The
decision whether or not such a waiver is granted depends on the presentation
by the supplier of supporting analysis or test evidence and rests solely
with the qualifying authority.

2.3 DESIGN CHANGES AFTER QUALIFICATION

Once a heat-pipe device has been qualified in accordance with the
requirements of this specification, any change in the design or
manufacturing procedures requires that the device be submitted for
requalification. On the same subject, many heat-pipe devices can be
regarded as belonging to families of similar devices. For example, a
variable conductance heat pipe (VCHP) subjected to qualification testing
will have a certain gas load which defines the control characteristics and
also, therefore, the qualification test conditions. A change in gas load to
provide for different control requirements will almost certainly not
materially affect the qualification status of that pipe. From the formal
point of view, however, the pipe shall be regarded as a new pipe. The same
philosophy applies to all changes in design, including changes in length,
diameter, mesh size, groove geometry etc. If a supplier alters the design
or manufacturing orocesses of an already qualified heat-pipe device, or if
he considers a new heat-pipe device to be sufficiently similar to one that
is already qualified, he may request the qualifying authority to waive all
or part of the testing specified herein. The decision whether or not such a
waiver·is granted depends on the presentation by the supplier of supporting
analysis and test evidence and rests solely with the qualifying authority.
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2.4 DURATION OF QUALIFICATION VALIDITY

5

years.
more of

The duration of the
This is valid only
the following:-

validity of the qualification is generally two
as long as the supplier has not introduced one or

design changes
changes of processes or workmanship standards
change of key personnel/facilities/location

In the event that such changes have occurred, the supplier shall
present to the qualifying authority all necessary documented evidence to
support a judgment on whether to confirm or revoke the qualification
status. In the latter case it will be necessary to establish an appropriate
requalification programme.

2.5 EXTENSION (MAINTENANCE) OF QUALIFICATION

The period of validity of qualification status can be extended for a
further two years if the supplier demonstrates that:

i) none of the changes specified in Section 2.4 has occurred;
ii) two samples from the latest (recent) lot/batch manufactured have

successfully completed the tests derived from Figure 1 and
illustrated in Figure 2. The two test samples shall not be selected
from the original qualification lot/batch.
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2.6 LIFE TEST EVIDENCE

It is intended that heat pipes qualified to this specification
should be suitable for extended use in space, i.e. they must be suitable for
operation for 10 years in space after 5 years of ground storage and testing
during spacecraft development. The aging tests specified herein will detect
weaknesses in manufacturing procedures and processes, etc, but evidence of
long-term compatibility of materials and working fluids must be available
(evidence from suitably controlled life tests, for example) before
'qualification' can be granted.

Thus the presentation by the supplier of supporting life-test
evidence and the acceptance of this as adequate for qualification purposes
by the qualifyin9 authority constitute an essential aspect of the
qualification procedure.

2.7 PREQUALIFICATION EVIDENCE

The presentation of past testing evidence which is relevant to the
heat pipe submitted to standard qualification may enhance the confidence in
its design and production procedure.

Therefore, the supplier may request the qualifying authority to 9rant
a waiver concerning certain tests or the number of samples to be tested.
The decision rests solely with the qualifying authority.
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3. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

7

The relevant parts of the following applicable documents at their
latest issue form a part of this specification. In cases of conflict, this
specification shall take precedence over the applicable ESA documents listed
below:

PSS-01-0

PSS-01-10

PSS-01-11

PSS-01-20
PSS-01-40
PSS-01-70

PSS-01-201
PSS-01-203

PSS-01-701
PSS-01-702
PSS-01-716

PSS-01-736
PSS-01-737

PSS-01-204
PSS-01-303

Basic requirements for product assurance of ESA spacecraft
and associated equipment.
Product assurance management and audit systems for ESA
spacecraft and associated equipment.
Configuration Management and Control for ESA Spacecraft and
associated equipment.
Quality assurance of ESA spacecraft and associated equipment.
Safety assurance of ESA spacecraft and associated equipment.
Material and process selection and quality control for ESA
spacecraft and associated equipment.
Contamination and cleanliness control.
Product assurance for test houses for ESA spacecraft and
associated equipment.
Data for space material selection.
A thermal vacuum test for the screening of space materials.
The listing and approval procedure for materials and
processes.
Material selection for controlling stress-corrosion cracking.
Determination of susceptibility of metals to stress-corrosion
cracking.
End item data package for ESA spacecraft hardware.
Failure modes, effects and criticality analysis.
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4. STANDARD QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

4.1 QUALIFICATION DOCUM~NTATION

The process of qualifying a heat pipe includes establishment of the
following documents;-

the qualifying
results, and for
test levels

(I CD) ,

the

former
pipes for which
qualification,

Product assurance plan (to be approved)
Detailed specification of the heat pipe (to be approved)
Manufacturing plan and flow chart, including inspection points
Configuration item data list (CIDL), interface control drawing
top assembly drawing (TAD) plus a list of remaining drawings
Declared materials list (to be approved)
Declared processes list (to be approved)
Design changes between the present pipe and
historical data are presented in support of
qualification status supporting evidence
Test plan for qualification (to be approved)
Test procedures for each test listed in Section 5 of this
specification (to be approved)
Test reports (including raw data and DPA reports)
Copies of all waivers and deviations approved by
authority for the pipes themselves, for the test
equipment used to perform the tests, and for the
List of all nonconformances and close-out status
Copies of all MR8 reports, decisions, close-outs
Handling procedures (to be approved)
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4.2 HEAT PIPE DESIGN STANDARD

9

Each heat-pipe type proposed for qualification testing shall be
manufactured according to a detail specification which in itself shall be
identified by a unique number and status, and shall be subjected to a formal
system of change control.

The detail specification shall be provided by the heat-pipe supplier
and submitted for the approval of the qualifying authority.

This detail specification shall include, but need not be limited to,
the following information:-

Complete identification of the heat pipe
Complete physical description including material compositions and
corrosion protection systems
Operating constraints (bending constraints, maximum radial heat
fluxes, evaporator and condenser lengths etc)
Complete performance specification including typical and/or tolerable
scatter on performance figures among devices within a batch, and from
one test to another for individual devices. The performance
specification shall also include either the maximum heat-transport
capability as a function of temperature and tilt or, where
appropriate, guaranteed minimum values for these quantities
All environmental data requirements
Quality-assurance provlslons
All interface data (including assembly, metal joining techniques and
detail drawings)
Packing, storage, handling and shipping data
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The detail specification shall contain a part devoted to a general
description of the heat-pipe type, and a second, more formal, part strictly
applying to the qualification samples (length, sha~e, liquid set point, non-
condensible gas set point, reservoir, etc). The length(s) of the heat pipes
submitted to qualification testing shall be proposed by the supplier bearing
in mind the need for a meaningful qualification and the capabilities of
available test facilities. The length(s) selected shall be subject to the
approval of the qualifying authority.

4.3 HEAT PIPE BUILD STANDARD

Each heat-pipe type proposed for qualification testing shall be
manufactured with materials and processes approved by the qualifying
authority for space use, under controlled conditions, and shall be fully
documented so that the build standard fully meets the required design
standard. The manufacturer's inspection system shall comply with the
requirements in ESA PSS-01-0.

Each heat pipe in the qualification batch shall be made from the same
batch(es) of materials, under the same controlled conditions, using the same
processes and equipment and by the same personnel.

Any deviations from these requirements shall be submitted by the
supplier to the qualifying authority for review and approval.

Configuration management shall be implemented in accordance with ESA
PSS-01-11 requirements.
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4.4 PROOUCT ASSURANCE PROGRAMME

11

The supplier shall establish and implement an effective product
assurance programme compatible with all contractual requirements. This
programme shall be described in a product assurance plan (see also
PSS-01-10) and shall cover the following typical topics,but need not
necessarily be limited to them.

4.4.1 Reliability

The supplier shall perform a failure mode, effects and criticality
analysis (FMECA) of the heat-pipe types to be qualified. Oetails of any
single-point failures and of failures which will result in degraded
performance shall be examined. The supplier shall include a listing of the
above failures, and the results of any reliability analyses already carried
out. Derived from this FMECA shall be a critical items list which shall be
subject to special considerations and effort shall be maintained to
eliminate single-point failures/hazardous conditions.

4.4.2 Materials and Processes

The supplier shall implement a programme covering selection, control,
testing and application of materials and processes used to manufacture the
heat-pipe types to be qualified. If such a programme has already been
implemented, its scope and results shall be included. Each material shall
be listed and subject to approval by the qualifying authority in accordance
with ESA PSS-01-716.

4.4.3 Procurement Control

QA provisions in accordance with ESA PSS-01-20 shall be included in
all materials procurement specifications and purchase orders.
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4.4.4 Evaluation of Material Suppliers

The supplier shall evaluate and list each prospective material
supplier for the heat-pipe types to be qualified. The material procurement
specifications shall be subject to review by the qualifyin9 authority, which
reserves the right to visit and audit the material suppliers concerned.

4.4.5 Incoming Inspection

The supplier shall describe the incoming-inspection methods and
procedures for receipt and acceptance of materials to be used for
manufacturing the heat-pipe types to be qualified (see also ESA PSS-01-70)
and shall establish a traceability system.

4.4.6 Manufacturing and Stores Control

In accordance with the requirements of Section 4.3 of this
specification, the supplier's QA programme shall include, but need
limited to, in-process assembly inspection, tests and test control
verification of materials, maintenance and documentation methods.
supplier shall submit a manufacturing plan and flow chart for each
type for review by the qualifying authority.

4.4.7 Test Surveillance

not be
including
The
heat-pipe

Quality assurance participation in all tests shall be described, and
shall assure the acceptability of test results, procedures, implementation
and failure report preparation and follow-up. Test plans and procedures
shall be subject to approval by the qualifying authority.
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4.4.8 Process Control

13

Fabrication and inspection personnel, particularly personnel
responsible for the control of processes and critical. materials, shall be
trained and properly certified.

The supplier shall maintain a nonconformance-prevention programme for
the control of all metallurgical, chemical, material-cleaning, potting,
welding, soldering, coating and plating processes, and especially for the
control of those processes in which uniform high quality cannot be
completely assured by inspection of end articles alone. Samples from
critical processes shall be provided, on request, to the qualifying
authority for testing/analysis where necessary.

4.4.9 Process Qualification

The supplier shall provide for the certification of machines,
equipment and procedures used in critical process operations. Records shall
be maintained of the qualifying tests performed and the results of such
tests.

The proficiency, capability and adequacy of personnel, procedures and
equipment in selected processes shall be subject to
verification/certification and review by the qualifying authority.

4.4.10 Nonconforming Materials and Material Review Action

Documentation and disposition of nonconforming materials shall be
described. The supplier shall establish a Material Review Board, to review
discrepant material and equipment, and to establish a course of corrective
action. The integrated PA plan shall describe the membership and operating
procedures of the Material Review Board. All activities of the Material
Review Board shall be reported. The nonconformance-control system is
described in ESA PSS-01-20.
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4.4.12 Configuration Management

ESA PSS-49 (TST-Ol) Issue 2 (March 1983)

The supplier, with reference to Sections 4.1 to 4.4 of this
specification, shall implement a configuration management system which
provides for the following:

a) Continual documented control of the heat-pipe configuration by type
as designed and as built, which shall include an account of how
changes are controlled and recorded. The configuration management
system or plan shall be subject to approval by the qualifying
authority;

b) Verification that the manufactured configuration corresponds to the
latest agreed design baseline;

c) Specification of necessary configuration control requirements and
constraints on suppliers of material and any subcontractors.

The configuration status shall be submitted to the qualifying
authority.

4.4.13 Organisation

The supplier shall provide a description of company and company PA
organisations and personnel responsible to management for the overall
product assurance programme.
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5. QUALIFICATION TESTS

17

Qualification tests shall be carried out as listed in Table 1, and in
the sequence shown in Figure 1, where the quantity of heat pipes for each
test is indicated.

Deviation from this qualification plan shall take place only with the
written authorisation of the qualifying authority prior to implementation.

5.1 HEAT PIPE TEST CONTROLS

5.1.1 Test-Parameter Tolerances

Unless otherwise specified herein, the maximum allowable tolerance of
test parameters shall be as follows:-

a) Temperature ± 2·C

b) Humidity ± 5%

c) Vibration(amplitude) sinusoidal: (q) ± 10%
random : (921Hz) ± 3% when measured with a

filter having a bandwidth of 25 Hz
or less
(g rms) ± 10%

d) Vibration (frequency) ± 2% and ± 5 Hz below 20 Hz

e) Pressure ± 5%

f) Acceleration ± 5%

g) Time ± 5%
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The laboratory conditions for conducting the functional tests shall
be specified by the supplier in order to ensure that test results are not
influenced by changes in ambient conditions. Environmental test facilities
shall comply with the requirements of ESA PSS-01-203.

5.1.2 Test Equipment Calibration and Recording

Test equipment used for quantitative measurements shall be calibrated
and certified in accordance with the requirements of ESA PSS-01-20.

Test equipment used in conducting the heat-pipe-qualification tests
shall be recorded for each test concerned by:

Identification
Type
Range
Instrument accuracy
Serial number

Environmental test equipment shall be recorded in the applicable test
records by:-

Identification
Type
Range
Serial number

5.1.3 Test Procedures

Each heat-pipe-qualification test, as listed in Table I, shall be
carried out in accordance with a test procedure approved by the qualifying
authority. Each test procedure shall be prepared in accordance with the
requirements set out in ESA PSS-01-204.
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TABLE 1: List of Heat-Pipe-Qualification Tests

TEST

Inspection and Physical Measurement

Leak Test - Proof Pressure Test

Full Performance Testing

Functional Checks

Burst Test

Constant Acceleration

Sine Vibration

Random Vibration

Storage Simulation/Thermal Soak

Thermal Cycles/Shock

Aging Test

Destructive Physical Analysis

Relevant Section/paragraph

5.2

5.3

5.4.2

5.4.3

5.5

5.6

5.7

5.8

5.9

5.10

5.11

5.12



TESTS WORKING FLUIDS

Nitrogen Methane Ethane Ammonia Methano 1 Water
Oxygen

(a) Aging Test Temperature -150 -100 -40 +80 +150 +200

(b) Qmax=f(T),Temperature -190 to -150 -170 to -100 -160 to - 40 - 50 to + 80 + 40 to +150 + 30 to +200
range

(c) Tilt Test Temperature ---180 -135 -80 +20 +100 +100

(d) Start-up capability -200 to -150 -185 to -100 -170 to - 40 - 75 to + 80 o to +150 + 10 to +200

--(e) Storage/thermal soak -215 to + 40 -185 to + 40 -185 to + 40 -180 to +135 -100 to +150 o to +200

(f) Thermal Cycling -190 to + 20 -170 to + 20 -160 to + 20 - 50 to + 80 o to +150 o to +200

(g) Proof Pressure Test +50 +50 +50 +130 +200 +375
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5.2 INSPECTION AND PHYSICAL MEASUREMENT

21

a) Each heat pipe shall be inspected initially, and where indicated in
Figure 1, for freedom from blemishes, tool marks, sharp edges and
burrs, legibility and correctness of any markings, and any other
characteristics which reflect the general quality of workmanship,
and/or effects of relevant environmental tests.

b) Each heat pipe shall be weighed and inspected with calibrated gauges,
initially, and, thereafter where indicated in Figure 1, for
compliance with the detail specification requirements with respect to
the defined

Mass of the device
Effective length
Length of the adiabatic region
Length of evaporator region
Length of condensation region
Cross-sectional dimensions
Flatness at mounting interfaces
Distortion in any plane or axis.

and any other relevant dimension specified in the detail
specification referred to in Section 4.1 (e.g. distance between
reservoir and heat-pipe axes for VCHP's).

5.3 LEAK TEST - PROOF PRESSURE TEST

Each heat pipe shall be leak tested initially, and thereafter where
indicated in Figure 1, in conjunction with functional and full performance
testing. The leak test may be carried out by any sensitive method approved
in advance by the qualifying authority, for example one using a mass
spectrometer or suitable chemical indicator.
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If a leak greater that 10-8 std. cm3/s is detected, the heat pipe
concerned shall be considered to have failed the leak test. Alternatively,
for intermediate checks, the heat pipe may be accepted if no leak is
indicated when leak test equipment with a sensitivity no lower than 10-5
std. cm3/s is used. If there are reasonable grounds for considering that a
leak exists which is not confirmed by this simplified test (e.g. visible
damage, cracks, inconclusive results from simplified test, etc), the full
leak test procedure (sensitivity 10-8 std. cm3/s) shall be performed.

Each heat pipe shall also be proof pressure tested to ensure the
soundness of each sample fabrication before the test sequence is started.
This test shall be executed by heating the sample up to the temperature
shown at (g) in Table 2. After test, there shall be no residual swelling or
distortion.

5.4 PERFORMANCE TESTING

5.4.1 General

5.4.1.1 Maximum Heat Transport Rate

A heat pipe shall be considered to have exceeded its maximum heat
transport rate when one or both of the following has (have) occurred:

i) a temperature difference exceeding 5"C occurs within the evaporator;

ii) the plot of mean evaporator temperature minus the adiabatic-section
temperature against increasing evaporator heat load first departs
sensibly from a straight line.
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The heat pipe supplier may interpret and adapt these criteria, for
his particular heat pipes, in the form of a critical delta-T between heater
and adiabatic section, above which the heat pipe is assumed to have exceeded
its performance limit. This critical value will be dependent on testing
configuration (evaporator geometry) and shall be based on the demonstrated
performance characteristics (experimental curves) of the heat-pipe design
concerned. It shall be subject to the approval of the qualifying authority.

5.4.1.2 Instrumentation for Test

Each heat pipe shall be equipped with sufficient temperature sensors
to enable the performance of the pipes under test to be fully monitored.
The temperatures monitored s.hall include, but need not be limited to, those
at the following places:

i) evaporator region, in at least two locations, one near each end (see
Para 5.4.1.1 (i»;

ii) adiabatic section;

iii) at least two locations in the condenser section of
constant-conductance heat pipes, and at least five equally spaced
locations along the condenser of variable-conductance heat pipes
(VCHP's);

iv) within 5 mm of the condenser end of the pipe for constant-conductance
heat pipes;

v) gas reservoirs and liquid traps where relevant.
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Evaporator heaters shall be electrical resistance heaters designed to
provide an approximately uniform radial heat flux density throughout the
evaporator region. Condenser cooling may be by any convenient method,
provided that it is first approved by the qualifying authority and that, in
the case of VCHP's, a configuration and heat-sink temperature are adopted
which ensure that the condenser is fully active under the maximum design
conditions of temperature and heat-transport rate. The maximum
heat-transport-rate evaluation shall take into account the heat losses
through heater insulation.

5.4.1.3 Geometry

The heat pipes subjected to standard qualification shall be
nominally straight. When subjected to performance testing as specified in

I

Section 5.4 they shall be so mounted that the heat pipe axes (excluding gas
reservoirs, liquid traps, etc) nowhere depart from a straight line by more
than 0.5 mm, or by 5% of the tilt height at which the heat transport
capability falls to zero at the temperature specified for the tilt test in
Para 5.4.2.1 (iii), whichever is the smaller.

Notwithstanding the above, the qualifying authority may require that
some or all of the pipes submitted for qualification are bent, provided that
such bending is consistent with the detail specification. The location and
other characteristics of the bend will be defined by reference to the
intended application. However, any bends will be such that the axis of the
heat pipe (excluding external gas reservoirs, liquid traps, etc) remains
coplanar.
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5.4.1.4 Horizontality
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A heat pipe shall be considered horizontal when the height of the
heat-pipe axis at the evaporator end of the pipe above that at the condenser
end (excluding external gas reservoirs, liquid traps, etc) is 0.0 +y mm.

-0.0

The tolerance "y" shall be 0.5 mm or 2% of the tilt height at which
the heat transport capability falls to zero, at the temperature specified
for the tilt test in Para 5.4.2.1 (iii), whichever is the smaller. If a
bent heat pipe is to be tested, it shall be considered horizontal when its
axis (excluding external gas reservoirs, liquid traps, etc) nowhere departs
from a horizontal plane by more than the tolerance specified in Para 5.4.1.3
and when the tilt height as defined in Para 5.4.1.5 is not greater than y
mm.

5.4.1.5 Tilt Height

The tilt height shall be the vertical distance of the heat pipe axis
at the evaporator end of the pipe above the axis at the condenser end
(excluding external gas reservoirs, liquid traps, etc). In the case of a
bent heat pipe, no part of the heat-pipe axis (excluding gas reservoirs,
liquid traps, etc) shall extend below the axis at the condenser end or above
the axis at the evaporator end.
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5.4.1.6 Effective Length

ESA PSS-49 (TST-01) Issue 2 (March 1983)

The effective length of a heat pipe Leff, is given by the following
formul a:

Le + Lc
Leff = ---

2
+ La

where Le = Length of evaporator section
Lc = Length of condenser section
La = Length of adiabatic section

The effective length shall be computed and recorded in the
qualification report for every heat pipe submitted for qualification.

5.4.1.7 Priming Time

The minimum priming time is the time required by the heat pipe in
horizontal attitude and with no load to recover its full heat-transport
capability after a burn-out or depriming has occurred. In all performance
testing, the minimum priming time, when specified in the detail
specification, shall be respected before the pipe is tilted from the
horizontal attitude or before any other test measurement is started.

5.4.2 Full Performance Tests

Full performance tests shall be carried out where indicated in
Figure 1. The tests concerned are as follows:
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5.4.2.1 Constant-Conductance Heat Pipes

(i ) Qrnax = f (T)
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The maximum heat-transport capability, Qmax, in the horizontal
attitude shall be measured as a function of vapour temperature
(adiabatic-section temperature) and shall comply with the
requirements of the detail specification (see Section 4.2.) The
temperature range over which these measurements shall be made is
defined as follows: the lower temperature limit shall be the lower
temperature of the range shown at (b) in Table 2; the higher
temperature limit shall be the higher temperature of the range shown
at (b) in Table 2. Measurements shall be performed at suitable
temperatures throughout this range so as fully to define the curve of
Qmax = f(T).

(ii) Temperature Distribution along the pipe

The temperature distribution along the pipe, when in a horizontal
attitude and when conducting 50% of the maximum heat transport
capability, shall be measured at the temperatures used for the
Qmax = f(T) measurements specified above.

The temperature distributions shall comply with the requirements of
the detail specification described in Section 4.2.

(iii) Tilt Test

The maximum heat-transport capability shall be measured for tilt
heights varying from -2 mm to the height at which the heat-transport
capability falls to zero. The tests shall be carried out at a vapour
temperature (adiabatic-section temperature) specified at (e) in
Table 2 unless otherwise agreed by the qualifying authority. The
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measurements shall
heights throughout
fully defined.
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be performed at a sufficient number of tilt
this range to enable the tilt-height curve to be

The qualifying authority may also require this test to be performed
with a different effective length and condenser length in order to
verify a larger range of performance. The results of the tilt test
shall comply with the requirements of the detail specification (see
Section 4.2).

(iv) Start-up Capability

The capability of each heat pipe to start up from any temperature in
the range shown at (d) in Table 2 shall be demonstrated. The heat
load during these tests shall be 80% of the maximum heat-transport
capability specified in the detail specification (see Section 4.2)
for the relevant start-up temperature. For the purpose of these
tests, the heat transport rate (80% of Qmax) shall be applied as a
step function at initiation of the start-up.

(v) Priming Test

The priming time shall comply with the requirements of the detail
specification (Section 4.2). The time taken to prime shall be
determined as a function of applied heat load when the pipe is
horizontal and also at 50% of the maximum tilt established during the
tilt tests (Para 5.4.2.1 (iii)).

5.4.2.2 VCHP's

The tests described in this section apply to gas-controlled variable-
conductance heat pipes of the 'cold-wicked-reservoir' type.
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(i) Tilt Test
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The tilt test specified in Para 5.4.2.1 (iii) shall be carried out at
a vapour temperature which ensures that the condenser section is
fully active (all control qas within the gas reservoir). This
temperature shall be specified by the supplier in his test plan for
approval by the qualifyinq authority.

(ii) Temperature-Control Test

The temperature-control characteristics of a VCHP are greatly
affected by the reservoir temperature, which must therefore be
carefully controlled and monitored throughout these tests. For the
purposes of the temperature-control tests, the reservoir temperature
shall be:

(a) Controlled to a specified temperature T, or

(b) Allowed to float so as to acquire the temperature at the
reservoir end of the condenser, in which case the reservoir
must be efficiently insulated from the surrounding
environment.

The conditions for temperature control of the reservoirs shall be
submitted by the supplier for approval by the qualifying authority.

The VCHP control characteristics shall be measured as follows. The
temperature distribution down the VCHP shall be measured for heat
loads in the range from 20% to 80% of the maximum heat-transport
capability. This measurement shall be performed for at least five
different heat loads, including the maximum, minimum and 50% values
of the above range. From the resulting curves a plot of evaporator
temperature as a function of evaporator heat load shall be prepared.
All measurements shall be compliant with the detail specification
(see Section 4.2).
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(iii) Start-up Capability

The VCHP's shall be subjected to the start-up test specified in
Para 5.4.2.1 (iv).

(iv) Priming Test

The VCHP's shall be subjected to a priming test as specified in
Para 5.4.2.1 (v).

5.4.2.3 Diodes

(i) Forward-Mode Tests

The diodes shall be subjected to the tests specified in Para 5.4.2.1
when operating in the forward mode.

(ii) Reverse-Mode Tests

The conductance of the diodes shall be measured when operating in the
reverse mode. The values obtained shall be compliant with the detail
specification (see Section 4.2).

(iii) Transient Test

The qualifying authority may require that a reverse-mode
transient-performance test be included in the qualification
programme. Should this be required it will be specified by the
qualifying authority by reference to the conditions of the intended
application.
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5.4.2.4 Others
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The qualifying authority may authorise the qualification of other
heat pipe devices that do not fit into the above categories (Paragraphs
5.4.2.1, 5.4.2.2 and 5.4.2.3) to this specification. provided that suitable
performance tests have been defined which fully explore the performance of
the devices. Responsibility for establishing these tests rests with the
supplier. They shall. however, be subject to the approval of the qualifying
authority. both as regard number and type of tests and their detailed
content.

5.4.3 Functional Checks

Functional checks shall be carried out where indicated in Figure 1.
The tests concerned are as follows:

5.4.3.1 Constant-Conductance Heat Pipes

(i) Qmax; f(T)

The tests specified in Para 5.4.2.1 (i) shall be carried out at one
temperature. within the range specified in 5.4.2.1 (i). The
measurements shall comply with the detail specification (see
Section 4.2) and shall be consistent with the results of the full
performance test specified in Para 5.4.2.1 (i).

(ii) Temperature Distribution along the Pipe

The measurements specified in Para 5.4.2.1 (ii) shall be carried out
for the temperature defined in (i) above. The measurements shall
comply with the detail specification (see Section 4.2) and shall be
consistent with the results of the full performance tests specified
in Para 5.4.2.1 (ii).
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(iii) Tilt Test

The measurements specified in Para 5.4.2.1 (iii) shall be carried out
at one tilt height, corresponding to about 50% of the maximum
heat-transport capability measured horizontally. The measurements
shall comply with the detail specification (see Section 4.2) and
shall be consistent with the results of the full performance tests
specified in Para 5.4.2.1 (iii).

5.4.3.2 VCHP's

The test described in this section apply to gas-controlled
variable-conductance heat pipes of the 'cold-wicked-reservoir' type.

(i) Tilt Test

The tilt test specified in Para 5.4.2.2 (i) shall be carried out at
the tilt height specified in Para 5.4.3.1 (iii). The measurements
shall comply with the detail specification (see Section 4.2) and
shall be consistent with the results of the full performance tests
specified in Para 5.4.2.2 (i).

(ii) Temperature Control

The temperature-control test specified in Para 5.4.2.2 (ii) shall be
carried out at 20% and 80% of the maximum design heat load specified
in the detail specification (see Section 4.2) and used to define the
condenser cooling instrumentation (see Para 5.4.1.2). The
measurements shall comply with the detail specification (see
Section 4.2) and shall be consistent with the results of the full
performance tests specified in Para 5.4.2.2 (ii).
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5.4.3.3 Diodes

(i) Forward-Mode Tests

The diodes shall be subjected to the tests specified in
Para 5.4.3.1. when operating in the forward mode.

(ii) Reverse-Mode Tests
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The tests specified in Para 5.4.2.3 (ii) shall be carried out. The
measurements shall be consistent with the results of the full
performance tests specified in Section 5.4.2.3 (ii).

5.4.3.4 Others

The qualifying authority may authorise the qualification of other
heat-pipe devices that do not fit into the above categories
(Paragraphs 5.4.3.1, 5.4.3.2 and 5.4.3.3) to this specification, provided
that suitable functional checks have been defined which adequately monitor
the status of the devices. Responsibility for establishing these tests
rests with the supplier. They shall, however, be subject to the approval of
the qualifying authority, both as regards number and type of tests and their
detailed content. The results of the tests shall be consistent with the
results of the full performance test specified in Para. 5.4.2.4.

5.5 BURST TEST

The relevant number of heat pipes shall be subjected to burst tests
where indicated in Figure 1. Burst tests shall be either "hot", i.e. heated
to failure temperature with the burst pressure subsequently calculated from
the known fluid inventory, or "cold" i.e. pressurised at room temperature,
as indicated in Figure 1. No pipe shall fail (burst) at a pressure less
than four times the internal pressure corresponding to the temperature shown
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at (a) in Table 2. In addition, the qualifying authority may specify a
maximum temperature which will be encountered durin9 fabrication (e.g.
during heat-pipe-to-radiator bonding operations). No heat pipe shall fail
at a pressure less than twice the internal pressure corresponding to this
specified maximum subsystem/subassembly fabrication temper~ture.

If the burst ratio is less than the minimum value specified above,
the heat pipe concerned shall be subjected to a detailed analysis and
examination to ascertain the cause.

5.6 CONSTANT ACCELERATION

The relevant number of heat pipes shall be subjected to
constant-acceleration testing where indicated in Figure 1. The levels shall
be 50 g for two minutes in each direction along three orthogonal axes,
unless otherwise specified or allowed by the qualifying authority. Any
suitable system of mounting may be used, provided that it is first approved
by the qualifying authority.

5.7 SINE VIBRATION

The relevant number of heat pipes shall be subjected to a sine
vibration in X, Y and Z axes where indicated in Figure 1. For the purpose
of this test the heat pipets) shall be mounted rigidly on a vibration test
jig. The design of the test jig shall be approved by the qualifying
authority, and it shall be subjected to a jig survey test prior to
acceptance for use. The test procedure shall show the number, type and
location of accelerometers~

Oummy heat pipes shall be used for the jig survey test to ensure that
the mounts do not impose loads on the heat pipe exceeding those specified.
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The dummies shall be empty tubes from the same tube materi al and
shall have the same geometry as the heat pipes. The inputs shall be
monitored by accelerometers at the heat pipe clamps. Vibration parameters
sha11 be as 1isted in Table 3, as measured by the control acce1erometers.
The test procedure shall show the number, type and location of
accelerometers.

TABLE 3

Direction

X,Y and Z
axes

Frequency Range

o to 60 Hz
60 to 100 Hz

Level

40 g

20 g

Sweep Rate

2 o~tave
per minute

5.8 RANDOM VIBRATION

The relevant number of heat pipes shall be subjected to random
vibration for two minutes in each of three orthogonal axes where indicated
in Figure 1. The pipes shall be mounted on the test jig specified in
Section 5.7. The random vibration parameters shall be as listed in Table 4,
as measured by the control accelerometers.

The test procedure shall show the number, type and location of
accelerometers.

TABLE 4

Frequency Band Hz

20 - 400
400 - 600
600 - 2000

Level g2/Hz

+ 6 db/oct from 0.01 to 4
4 fl at
- 12 db/oct to 0.03
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5.9 STORAGE SIMULATION/THERMAL SOAK

The relevant number of heat pipes shall be subjected to
storage-simulation/thermal-soak testing where indicated in Figure 1. The
test shall consist of five cycles, a cycle being defined as follows:
two hours at a temperature equal to the upper temperature of the range shown
at (e) in Table 2, this to be followed by two hours at the lower temperature
of the range shown at (e) in Table 2. The temperature profile shall be
shown in the test procedure, and recorded monitoring for the test duration
shall be made.

5.10 THERMAL CYCLE/SHOCK

5.10.1 Thermal Cycle

The relevant number of heat pipes shall be subjected to thermal
cycling where indicated in Figure 1. The pipes shall be subjected to a
total of 800 thermal cycles between the temperatures defined at (f) in Table
2. Each cycle shall provide a soak time of 30 minutes at each temperature,
and a rate of change of temperature not less than 5°C per minute between the
temperature extremes. The test may take place at ambient pressure. The
temperature profile shall be shown in the test procedure, and recorded
monitoring for the test duration shall be made. This test shall be executed
by operating the heat pipe at the required temperatures under adequate
heating and cooling.

5.10.2 Thermal Shock

The relevant number of heat pipes shall be subjected to thermal-shock
testing where indicated in Figure 1. The pipes shall be subjected to 200
cycles between the temperatures defined in Section 5.10.1 above, with 2
minutes soak at each extreme temperature. The transition time between
extreme temperatures shall be less than 2 minutes. The test may be
conducted at ambient pressure. The temperature profile shall be shown in
the test procedure, and recorded monitoring for the test duration shall be
made.
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5.11 AGING TESTS
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a) At least 10% of the qualification batch, but not less than 3 heat
pipes, shall be subjected to aging tests for a period of 8 000 hours
as follows: the heat pipes shall be tested in a horizontal attitude
at a vapour temperature (adiabatic-section temperature) equal to the
temperature specified at (a) in Table 2. The heat load during aging
tests shall be 80% of the maximum heat-transport rate specified in
the detail specification (see Section 4.2) for horizontal operation
at the above temperature.

Each heat pipe shall be instrumented with sufficient thermocouples to
ensure that credible aging effects, such as evaporator degradation
(dry-outs, deterioration in film coefficient), wick deterioration
(liquid pooling in condenser, loss of tilt performance) and corrosion
(gas generation, loss of performance), will be detected and can be
quantified. The temperature distribution of each heat pipe shall be
recorded at monthly intervals, and a measurement of heat transport
capability performed in situ every three months. A full-performance
test shall be carried out at the end of the aging period.

b) The results of initial and final full-performance tests, and any
functional checks, shall comply with the requirements of the detail
specification (see Section 4.2).

NOTE: The aging tests specified herein will not by themselves provide
adequate evidence that the heat pipes are suitable for operation for
up to 10 years in space. As stated in Section 2.4, the presentation
by the supplier of supporting life-test evidence, and the acceptance
of this as adequate for qualification purposes by the qualifying
authority, constitutes an essential aspect of the qualification
procedure.
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5.12 DESTRUCTIVE PHYSICAL ANALYSIS (DPA)

Heat pipes, where designated in Figure 1, shall be subjected to DPA.
Where options exist, those pipes which have seen the maximum number of tests
shall be the subject of DPA as priority. The DPA shall, as a minimum,
consist of:

a) Inspection in accordance with the requirements of Paragraphs 5.2 (a)
and (b) of this specification.

b) Microsections in transverse and longitudinal axes of the:

Adiabatic region
Condenser region
Evaporator region
Weld areas including final pinch off
Wick structures

c) Examination of microsections shall be made to establish the presence
or absence of:

Corrosion (internal and external)
Microcracks, particularly in weld areas
Fractures, particularly in the wick
Separation of circumferential wick and heat pipe wall
Any other anomalies.

d) Hardness tests shall be made as necessary. All results shall be
recorded, with photographs and micrographs as necessary, and included
in the final qualification report.

e) Radiographic examination of those heat pipes not designated for DPA
shall be made, and suspect pipes subsequently submitted to DPA.
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f) Analysis of the working fluid to determine deterioration and.analysis
of pipe interior to determine signs of corrosion and/or gas
generation.

g) Each burst heat pipe shall be visually inspected for any sign of
corrosion, poor workmanship etc, and correlated one with the other.

h) Each DPA result shall be correlated one with the other to identify
any degradation resulting from the different stresses applied.
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6.1 FAILURES

6.
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ACCEPT/REJECT CRITERIA

In the event of any failure during the environmental tests, testing
shall immediately be suspended and the qualifying authority notified within
one working day. If the results of any functional check differ from the
results of the initial relevant full-performance test by more than the
tolerances defined within the heat-pipe detail specification (see
Section 4.2), the functional check concerned shall be repeated and the
qualifying authority notified. Should the repeated test confirm the
irregularity, the situation shall be submitted to MRB.

6.2 MRB

Material Review Boards shall be convened in accordance with the
requirements of ESA PSS-01-20 in the event of failures, or of anomalies
found in DPA. The MRB shall ascertain the nature and cause of the failure
and decide the necessary corrective actions and/or retests required. MRBs
shall also be convened if the test facility is out of specification to the
extent that the heat pipes concerned are over-tested. The MRB shall decide
on the necessity for retest or heat pipe replacement for test.

6.3 FAILURE CRITERIA

A failure shall be deemed to have occurred where:

a) The heat pipe concerned does not meet the minimum guaranteed
performance specified in the detail specification for any performance
test (see Section 4.2);

or
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b) The results of any performance test differ by more than the
tolerances specified within the detail specification (see
Section 4.2) from the results of previous performance tests on that
heat pipe;

or

c) The heat pipe concerned has sustained damage due to testing, handling
or other cause.
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7.1 DATA RECORDING

7.
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DATA REQUIREMENTS

Data recording of heat pipe qualification shall meet the requirements
set out in ESA PSS-01-304.

7.2 DATA REPORTING

a) A qualification report shall be prepared on completion of
qualification testing.

b) This report shall be submitted to the qualifying authority for review
and approval.

c) This report shall contain, as a minimum, the documentation and
information specified in Section 4.1.

d) A summary qualification report shall also be provided in which the
most important results and conclusions are highlighted.
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8. NOTES
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a) The heat-pipe performance data gathered during qualification testing
are for qualification purposes only, and are unlikely to be suitable
for subsystem design purposes. In particular, values of effective
thermal conductance are directly influenced by evaporator and
condenser lengths, which may well vary from those used in
qualification. The evaporator and condenser lengths can also, under
certain circumstances, severely affect the maximum heat-transport
capability. Potential users should consult the individual heat-pipe
suppliers for specific design data.

b) ESA PSS-49 concerns the "Standard Qualification" of a heat pipe as a
component in its standard version. A specific project shall consider
whether the heat pipe to be used still remains in its standard
version and, if not, what aspects need further "project
qualification".
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